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Language of the ancients explore the underwater ruins

c: Places in Elis, Places in Forgotten Swamps, cities in Greece Share locations in Ely in forgotten swamp cities in Greece Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. To explore the underwater ruins in the language of the ancients at Boetia in Assassin's Creed Odyssey
swim over a partially standing temple and take away the key from the skeleton. All Boetia Guides All Assassin's Creed Odyssey Guides Pick up the key to the skeleton to explore the underwater ruins in the language of the ancients at Boetia in Assassin's Creed Odyssey swim over a broken wall and pick
up a piece of stele from his chest. Next: Explore the coastline to discover the underwater temple This entry was published in Assassin's Creed Odyssey, Boetia and noted Assassin's Creed, Boetia, explore underwater ruins, find clues, guide as, key, language of ancient, odyssey, textbook, underwater
ruins. Bookmark permalink. 10-29-2018 #1 This is the second time I've come across this, both times underwater. the first time was just a random study, and again today I was on the look out for Eppie, making ruins under the lake. His area of exploration and the only thing I see is a gold chest in the area,
but every time I try to open it stops at the end and nothing happens. Is it because I'm only on ch4 stories? I stopped promoting it because I wanted to explore the world first. 10-29-2018 #2 The game has 2 or 3 under water breasts that require keys. One south of Keos is tied to a side search. Others all
have their keys lying on the sea floor near their chests. Like all small drops of looting, they can be labeled using impulse detection. 2 people found it helpful 10-29-2018 #3 Hooch is well ill give it a deeper search this for the Language of the Ancients and I'm in Lake Kopeys ruins Arné. in Boetia. 10-292018 #4:39 p.m., you see where the key is picked up. 10-30-2018 #5 Hey there KagatoAC, It looks like the community has shared with you some pretty good tips! Have you been able to open the chests? The rare Mycenaean stele was a keystone to unlock the ancient language etched into the walls of the
tomb. The most experienced discovery, indeed! Thus, Eppie set aside doubts and embraced adventure. It takes a key to open your breasts. You will find an ancient rusty key in the skeleton you find in the nearest part of the underwater ruins. In the chest you will find an ancient wax tablet, a piece of stele
made of underwater ruins and a rusty Mycenaenan Gauntlets. Awards: Epic XP, Epic Drachmae After completing the language of the ancients you will get or will be able to get Chasing Phantoms.You may also be interested in something from the list below. Side quest - Finding the side of devotion to life Chasing phantoms This quest begins immediately after the side quest Devotion to Life. Exit oracle cave and head north to the underwater ruins of Arn. As you approach the ruins, use Icaros to scout the area and identify two treasure chests underwater. Then you can dive under and rob them. The first
breasts you come across will be blocked and require the key to be opened. The key can be found on a skeleton about twenty meters northeast of the chest. Grab the ancient key from the skeleton to open the chest. Take the key and open your chest with it. You can now deliver a piece of stele to Eppie
that will await you in Oracle Cave. By informing you of more text on the wall, it will make a new place for a piece of stele; Orion's tomb, which is detailed in the side quest Chasing Phantoms. Did you know?: One of the most impressive artifacts of the ancient Greek world has been found in the ocean.
Considered an early example of analog computing (c. 87 BCE - 205 BCE), the Antikitera Mechanism was obtained in 1901 from a shipwreck off the coast of Antikiter. The artifact implies technological sophistication, exonerated by the Greeks, which we can only begin to extrapolate from such rare finds.
What miracles await the discovery under the waves ... I'm on the second part of the ancients quest language in Boetia, where you have to grab a stele from an underwater chest in the ruins of Arné for Eppie. The problem is that the breasts just won't open up - a small circle of progress fills up and then
nothing. Has anyone else experienced this problem, or developed a workaround? Page 2 Comments Comments
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